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Compiled by Judy Byington, MSW, LCSW, Therapist ret, Journalist, Author: “Twenty Two 

Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her twenty two multiple personalities.” 

 

Alliance Special Forces on High Alert Worldwide, Awaiting the “Go” 

White Hats to Take Down Deep State 

Because of the Brave (thetabernaclechoir.org) 

 

Trump Announcement 

Sun. 20 Nov. 7:00 pm EST 

https://t.me/+-NKiZxe0941kNGI8 

 

Prayer of Thanksgiving 

November 20, 2022 - #4862 Music & the Spoken Word (thetabernaclechoir.org) 

The great God of the Universe wants to bless us and He invites us to ask, seek and knock on His 

door for help. Though, it’s also true that one of the greatest blessings He offers is the peace and 

perspective that fill our souls when we live in thanksgiving each day. Especially during difficult 

times we need the blessing of gratitude. President Russell M. Nelson said, “Our first noble deed 

of the morning should be a humble prayer of gratitude.” 

Judy Note: The White Hat Global Alliance Special Forces Military was on High Alert 

worldwide, awaiting the “go” to take down the Deep State. 

 Biden, Congress Charged With Treason, Election Fraud. Supreme Court To Decide 

Their Fate on 23 Nov. 

 Hunter Biden Laptop Connected Joe Biden to Child Sex Trafficking/Satanic Ritual 

Abuse and Bio-Weapon Labs in Ukraine. 

 Military worldwide waiting for the "GO". Several channels share a 4-minute voice 

message from Alex Collier Sat. 19 Nov. 2022: https://t.me/SpecialQForces/54997 

 Warships are spread all over Alaska to support the Australian military and to 

overthrow the Deep State.  

 It will all happen at the same time – it is hours, if not days away.  

https://www.thetabernaclechoir.org/videos/because-of-the-brave.html
https://t.me/+-NKiZxe0941kNGI8
https://www.thetabernaclechoir.org/videos/november-20-2022-4862-music-and-the-spoken-word.html
https://t.me/SpecialQForces/54997


 For those wondering what is happening in Brazil and why the military is not moving 

there so far: there must be a synchronized movement. From all the militaries worldwide. 

The White Hats will tear down the Deep State.  

 It's all synchronized with each other and they're all talking to each other. I want you to 

know that we are talking about a period of a few hours to a few days. And when it 

happens, it happens very quickly.   

 There are rumors that they are arresting Marine traitors within the military and I 

hope it is true. Because what is true is that there are traitors within the military. They 

have taken money to have benefits and they have helped create Australian "accounts." It's 

crazy how much money has been put in there. This is all based on Federal Reserve bills 

and they need to be brought down. 

 Canada: For those of you who are in Canada. It's the same scenario there. The military is 

waiting for a go. All the military are waiting for your go. Things still have to be put in 

place, as well as American troops and when all that is over, Canada will be independent 

of the United States. It will be part of the Republic of the United States. 

 Australia will be part of the Republic of the United States. So all of this is moving very 

quickly right now to get going.  

 What is necessary for those who are running for president, especially for 2024, is to 

distance themselves from the military.  

 Once it starts and the "go" comes, the military will act under martial law to protect the 

citizens of the cities of the respective countries. To protect also the borders but above all 

the citizens of their own country.  

 This will happen worldwide at the same time. He (Alex) is not quite sure how it will be 

in the UK because he has no information there. 

 For the last two years the White House has been used as a Military Prison where many 

have been executed after their Military Tribunals. 

 Putin Saved 35,000 Russian Children from Ukraine Sexual Enslavement/Bio-

weapon Labs 

A. Global Currency Reset: 

 

 Sat. 19 Nov. MarkZ: “Redemption Center contacts are on call for the weekend and 

will spend a few hours at work Sunday afternoon. My contacts expect a very busy week 

beginning early in the week. There is a whole lot of chatter right now for Iraq and this 

weekend AND for Monday for us to start exchanges.” 

 Thurs. 17 Nov. Bruce: “We are hearing from two or three different sources that the 

weekend should be good for us – in terms of notifications, which makes Monday 

/Tuesday 21, 22 Nov. looking good for exchanges. Redemption Center Staff were on call 

as of Fri. noon and through the weekend to start appointments on Mon-Tues. 21, 22. 

Last Tues. 15 Nov. they began redemption of boxes of Zim Sheet Bonds in Zurich and 

Miami.” 



 A Private Banker said that his US Treasury Contact informed Bank of America that 

Gold and Gold-backed assets opening day was on Fri. 11 Nov. German and Yellow 

Dragon Bond liquidity would soon follow, with the redemption process beginning in 

Miami, Zurich and the Philippines this last week. 

 

B. The new Quantum Financial System (QFS): Q, Quantum Global Financial System Reset 

(QFS-system) Trust the Plan! - American Media Group (amg-news.com) 

 The Quantum Financial System (QFS) provides pristine clean integrity in the 

movement of funds from Central Banking sources to destination accounts and will 

replace the present US- Centrally Controlled SWIFT System. 

 The QFS is completely independent from existing “centralized” system; makes all 

other transfer systems obsolete. 

 QFS activation ends the “Central Banking System” that perpetuates what some refer 

to as “Debt Slavery.” 

 Every bank account in the world will be automatically converted to the QFS System. 

 Each QFS account throughout the world will be solely owned by the account holders, 

not owned by banks or governments. 

 The purpose of QFS is to put an end to corruption, usury, and manipulation within the 

banking system. “Banks” no longer will need to generate significant profits from 

transactions of funds transfers. 

 The Digital Currency will convert from a Fiat crypto currency into gold backed Basel 

III IV and V compliant coin. The coins themselves and the virtual coins will have 

barcodes (ownership) and GPS tracking devices (location). 

 Protocols will be instituted with QFS so that Artificial Intelligence will control the 

transfers and independently be allowed to control the global financial network unless the 

highest level of approval is given. Artificial Intelligence (A.I.) program will handle 

instant settlements in real time without delays! 

 QFS is NOT crypto currency. After REVAL (reevaluation) all sovereign currencies will 

be asset backed ensuring stable value which makes the need for unbacked cryptos 

outdated (the process simply digests the information on computer memory banks). 

 QFS reigns supreme in the technology it applies and creates / 100% financial security 

and transparency for all currency holders to individual currency holders. 

 QFS assigns a digital number to every fiat dollar / euro/yen in every bank account all 

over the world. Digital numbers are monitored and updated in real time: showing where it 

went (GPS authentication) when it was ledger-ed who sent it and what account received 

it. 

 The QFS will be run by the new Star Link Satellite system that is transparent and fully 

secure. No one has access to your account but yourself – no bank, no company, no 

government. 

 Global Currency Reset (GCR) will use a specific quantitative formula to establish the 

amount of currency available “in a country” that is gold – backed in QFS. The formula 

will establish a fair value in each country’s assets as compared to another. 

 The “Price of Gold” becomes irrelevant once this is complete. Included in the formula 

are in-ground assets, economy of the country, its population (as an asset) and several 

https://amg-news.com/q-quantum-global-financial-system-reset-qfs-system/
https://amg-news.com/q-quantum-global-financial-system-reset-qfs-system/


other parameters. This formula is applied to each country so they can be on par with one 

another. 

 


